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Take control of Amy as she becomes the new vet
in town. Run her pet clinic to treat as many pets

as you can, and make her friends and your
neighbors happy. But be careful - if you lose,

you’ll lose all your time and money. Play 6 fun
locations: - Stop by the Pet Shop to choose a pet
for treatment - Take a look at the cute fish tanks
in the aquarium - Get in touch with Crystal, Lisa,
and other friends - Rebuild the town’s arenas to

make it the best in the state - Decorate and make
over the green space at the playground - Explore
the market at the town center Use 19 minigames:

- Take the toddlers to get their tickets for the
circus - Run the pet store to pick up supplies for

any animal’s medical treatment - Feed the
cheetah at the zoo - Use the microscope to check
the behavior of the butterflies - Clean the cages at
the shelter - Work on your shelter and upgrade it
Make important story decisions and influence the
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course of Amy’s tale: Make decisions that have
dramatic results, and help them keep their

friendship alive. Will Amy and her friends make
their vacation memorable? Have fun with more
content coming soon: - Make your own pet and

take it to the fun beach - Meet new characters and
make more memories - Discover the secrets

behind the mysteries in Snuggford - Explore the
entire town in search for collectibles and hidden
items Game Features: - Play the role of Amy, the
new pet doctor in town - Run Amy’s Pet Clinic and
treat an endless amount of pets - Play through 6

fun locations that you can customize as you see fit
- Use 19 minigames to treat various pets - Rebuild

the town’s arenas to make them the best in the
state - Decorate and improve the green space at

the playground and pet shop - Complete story
missions and take on different challenges - Travel

through Snuggford and meet new characters -
Care for children at the pet shop - Play with the

cheetah at the zoo - Upgrade the clinic and
features available - Customize your favorite pets
to suit your playing style - Have more fun with
GameHouse Original Stories for Android: - Meet

Lisa - The Pink Rabbit - Discover the mysteries of
Dr. Cares - Join the facebook app
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Features Key:
Virtual Presenters: 4 Virtual Presenter in different styles and sizes.

  The 4 Virtual Presenter are designed for game presentation and user interaction. All Virtual
Presenter can be loaded with a variety of lighting effects, images and colors.

Sketch/Screen-Shot tools: Each virtual presentaor has an exclusive UI interface for it. We also
provide you tools with our SDK to add your own features to this interface.

Advanced user interaction: With our motion code you can manipulate your presenter in any
direction, with airplay or touch.

Animation support: Presenters in different styles support animation. You can create interactive
animations for your presentation.

Virtual Presenter Pro:

Features:
Sketch / Screen capture tool: Screen capture a section of code for developers to debug the
internals or visualize the architecture of your application.
Keyboard input: Presenters can be interacted with using a keyboard. Highlight a codeblock and
press enter
No plugins required: This is a super easy way to create videogame presentations without
changing any settings
Pre-made effects: Ready made sprites and sounds available in our SDK.
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